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is a phrase from a composition for solo guitar Gran Vals, written in 1902 by a Spanish classical guitarist and . It tells about the musician himself (he is a viola), who, traveling around Europe, ends up in the city of N., where he meets a famous jazz singer (she is a guitar). Both musicians understand that music is more than just entertainment for them. This makes it possible for them to
understand that they are inseparable in love for music, and true love is always a song - simple and sad. In addition, the song mentions Pierrot, which ends the play. It says that Pietro (the character of the play) is brave and brave and once despised the guitar, but when he became famous and earned the respect of other musicians, he experienced suffering and anger. So he decided to
give up what he considered pride. WHY AN ELECTRIC GUITAR The greatest popularity of electric guitars has gone since 1973, when they began to be actively used not only by performing musicians, but also by musicians playing in groups performing hard rock or blues. Later, the electric guitar became very popular in many countries of the world, especially in the USA, Japan,
Germany, England, Italy and many others. The electric guitar has become an integral attribute of many styles and trends in music. In this video you will see how one electric guitar can play four classic classical guitar compositions at once and the blues "Dancing On My Own", which is considered one of the best works of the blues. MAGIC THAT WE BE Magical That We Be
(Soundtrack Magical That We Be) is a song by the British rock band Queen, written and sung by Freddie Mercury, who performed it on his debut album Queen II . It is his ninth single from the album. The song was recorded with the participation of British singer Paul Rodgers (Paul Rodgers). The Rolling Stones
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